






From: FOMCastlereagh
To: Natasha Lumley
Subject: RE: Sydney Metro cross passage work
Date: Tuesday, 3 September 2019 9:15:31 AM
Attachments: image001.png

image002.png

Hi Natasha,
 
Please see below,
 
Campbell Tower            317-321 Castlereagh Street       (This is the Oaks Building)
Castlereagh Tower        303 Castlereagh Street 
Pitt Street Tower            414-418 Pitt Street
 
Thanks & regards,
 

Sarah Doyle
Front Office Manager
Oaks on Castlereagh
Oaks Hotels & Resorts

A 317 Castlereagh Street, Haymarket, NSW, 2000
R 1300 080 292
D +61 2 8217 6200
F +61 2 9211 1323
E fomcastlereagh@theoaksgroup.com.au
W www.oakshotels.com
 

From: Natasha Lumley [mailto:natasha.lumley@sydneymetro2.com.au] 
Sent: Monday, 2 September 2019 1:45 PM
To: FOMCastlereagh <fomcastlereagh@theoaksgroup.com.au>
Subject: RE: Sydney Metro cross passage work
 
Thanks Sarah
 
Can you please confirm the street address for Regis Towers?  Is it different to Oaks at 317
Castlereagh?
 
Kind regards
Natasha
Natasha Lumley
Martin Place Community Place Manager
John Holland CPB Ghella JV
Sydney Metro Tunnel and Station Excavation
Level 3, 140 Sussex Street, Sydney, NSW, 2000,
E natasha.lumley@sydneymetro2.com.au
M + 61 438 958 382  24/7 Community Information Line 1800 171 386
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From: FOMCastlereagh <fomcastlereagh@theoaksgroup.com.au> 
Sent: Monday, 2 September 2019 10:27 AM
To: Natasha Lumley <natasha.lumley@sydneymetro2.com.au>
Cc: Hotel Manager Oaks Castlereagh <HMCastlereagh@theoaksgroup.com.au>
Subject: RE: Sydney Metro cross passage work
 
Dear Natasha,
 
Thank you for sending across all the information.
 
As discussed, there are no issues from our end, however I do strongly recommend you contact the
Regis Towers Building Managers in regard to notifying residents within these towers.
 
Please see details below –
P: 02 9289 9812
E: regisbm@nationalfm.com.au or castlereagh@registowers.com
 
Kind regards,

Oaks on Castlereagh
Oaks Hotels & Resorts

A 317 Castlereagh Street, Haymarket, NSW, 2000
R 1300 080 292
D +61 2 8217 6200
F +61 2 9211 1323
E fomcastlereagh@theoaksgroup.com.au
W www.oakshotels.com
 
 
From: Natasha Lumley [mailto:natasha.lumley@sydneymetro2.com.au] 
Sent: Friday, 23 August 2019 10:36 AM
To: FOCastlereagh <focastlereagh@theoaksgroup.com.au>
Subject: Sydney Metro cross passage work
 
Good morning Sarah
 
Thank you for meeting with me recently. 
 
As discussed in the meeting the Sydney Metro tunnelling and excavation work is progressing well
with two tunnel boring machines (TBMs)now making their way beneath the Sydney CBD. You can
follow the progress of the TBMs online at https://www.sydneymetro.info/tunnelling.
 
The next stage of work is to build the connection tunnels between the two main tunnels, an
important safety feature that allows people to move from one tunnel to another in case of an
emergency. These connection tunnels are known as cross passages. The cross passage work is
carried out in line with environmental approvals and is currently approved to be carried out up
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to 10pm. We are seeking your support toward applying for the work hours to be extended. 
 
Below is an outline of the details we discussed for consideration in supporting this variation of
work hours:
 

1. The actual work proposed;
JHCPBG proposes to temporarily extend working hours outlined in our Planning Approval and
Environmental Protection Licence to undertake rock hammering for underground cross-passage
excavation works in your vicinity.  JHCPBG are proposing to undertake these works 24 hours, 7

days per week until the 15th October 2019.  This extension in working hours will ensure the
completion of these works in the shortest timeframe possible.
 
The work will involve the use of a small excavator with a hydraulic hammer attachment and will
be undertaken in cross passages 23 and 24 approx. 25 metres below the ground (see below
map).
 

 
2. Any expected impacts;

JHCPBG has completed a construction noise and vibration impact statement (CNVIS) for the
works proposed above to clearly identify the expected noise and vibration levels that will be
expected.  The CNVIS is available on the Sydney Metro Project website
(http://jhcpbg.com.au/documents).
 
The CNVIS has predicted internal noise and vibration levels at 317 Castlereagh Street will be 35-

40 dBA up to the 3rd level from ground floor for the proposed works. Noise and vibration
monitoring has previously been undertaken within several premises directly above cross
passages during excavation to confirm the accuracy of the noise and vibration levels predicted in
the CNVIS.
 

https://aus01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fjhcpbg.com.au%2Fdocuments&data=02%7C01%7Cnatasha.lumley%40sydneymetro2.com.au%7C10b8156aca0b4b380b1c08d72ffb702d%7Ca532db33d5c14806ad607bc878fce719%7C1%7C0%7C637030629304746849&sdata=ZJU%2FDpw5jDREtwJlF6EdahMKvMCEo4Tvpc1sEdZapR4%3D&reserved=0


 
 Maximum Noise (dBA) Vibration (mm/s)
XP23 60-65 0.4-0.5
XP24 65-70 1.1-1.2

 
 
 The noise you are likely to experience will be ‘regenerated’ or ‘groundbourne’ noise which
occurs as a result of vibration passing through the rock being excavated into the structure of
your building, resulting in the low frequency noise. 
 
JHCPBG will undertake noise and vibration monitoring on a regular basis to validate the noise
and vibration levels that have been predicted.
 

3. The expected duration of works;

The extended working hours will commence from the 19th September and continue until 15th

October 2019.
 
Regular updates on upcoming works will be provided to you as part of the Project’s community
communication strategy.
 

4. Any expected benefits for receivers;
A key benefit will be a reduction of the time required to complete the excavation of the cross
passages in your vicinity.  Cross passages 23 and 24 will be completed primarily by a Road
Header which is significantly quieter and generates less vibration than a Rock Hammer.  However
to allow a Road Header to be used an opening must be excavated by a rock hammer to allow the
Road Header to move into position.  By undertaking these extended hours there will be a
significant reduction in the overall duration of the works and a reduction in noise and vibration.
 

5. Any other concurrent out-of-hours work (OOHW) that will be occurring;
Within  the CBD  there is a significant amount of construction work  being undertaken by
multiple contractors and other utility providers. JHCPBG commit to notifying of any other out-of-
hours work as part of the Project’s community communication strategy.
 
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.  I look forward to receiving your
response.
 
Kind regards
Natasha
 
Natasha Lumley
Martin Place Community Place Manager
John Holland CPB Ghella JV
Sydney Metro Tunnel and Station Excavation
Level 3, 140 Sussex Street, Sydney, NSW, 2000,
E natasha.lumley@sydneymetro2.com.au
M + 61 438 958 382  24/7 Community Information Line 1800 171 386
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From: Ryan Crocker
To: Natasha Lumley
Subject: RE: Sydney Metro cross passage work
Date: Wednesday, 28 August 2019 6:08:39 PM
Attachments: image004.png
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HI Natasha,
 
My sincere apologies I haven’t gotten back to you until now.
 
Rydges World Square support the 24 hour works, on the grounds of that we receive no complaints.
Should we receive any complaints can we get an instant amendment to go back to standard hours.
 
Can you confirm this is possible? So it doesn’t impact our business.
 
Than you
 
Kind regards,
Ryan
 

 
389 Pitt Street, Sydney NSW 2000

    
   

    

 

From: Natasha Lumley [mailto:natasha.lumley@sydneymetro2.com.au] 
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Sent: Monday, August 26, 2019 10:45 AM
To: Ryan Crocker
Subject: Sydney Metro cross passage work
 
Good morning Ryan
 
Thank you for meeting with myself and David recently. 
 
As discussed in the meeting the Sydney Metro tunnelling and excavation work is progressing well with
two tunnel boring machines (TBMs)now making their way beneath the Sydney CBD. You can follow
the progress of the TBMs online at https://www.sydneymetro.info/tunnelling.
 
The next stage of work is to build the connection tunnels between the two main tunnels, an
important safety feature that allows people to move from one tunnel to another in case of an
emergency. These connection tunnels are known as cross passages. The cross passage work is carried
out in line with environmental approvals and is currently approved to be carried out up to 10pm. We
are seeking your support toward applying for the work hours to be extended. 
 
Below is an outline of the details we discussed for consideration in supporting this variation of work
hours:
 

1. The actual work proposed;
JHCPBG proposes to temporarily extend working hours outlined in our Planning Approval and
Environmental Protection Licence to undertake rock hammering for underground cross-passage
excavation works in your vicinity.  JHCPBG are proposing to undertake these works 24 hours, 7 days

per week until the 15th October 2019.  This extension in working hours will ensure the completion of
these works in the shortest timeframe possible.
 
The work will involve the use of a small excavator with a hydraulic hammer attachment and will be
undertaken in cross passages 23 and 24 approx. 25 metres below the ground (see below map).
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2. Any expected impacts;
JHCPBG has completed a construction noise and vibration impact statement (CNVIS) for the works
proposed above to clearly identify the expected noise and vibration levels that will be expected.  The
CNVIS is available on the Sydney Metro Project website (http://jhcpbg.com.au/documents).
 
The CNVIS has predicted internal noise and vibration levels at Rydges World Square building will be

35-40 dBA up to the 2nd level from ground floor for the proposed works. Noise and vibration
monitoring has previously been undertaken within several premises directly above cross passages
during excavation to confirm the accuracy of the noise and vibration levels predicted in the CNVIS.
 
 

 Maximum Noise (dBA) Vibration (mm/s)
XP23 60-65 0.4-0.5
XP24 65-70 1.1-1.2

 
 
 The noise you are likely to experience will be ‘regenerated’ or ‘groundbourne’ noise which occurs as
a result of vibration passing through the rock being excavated into the structure of your building,
resulting in the low frequency noise. 
 
JHCPBG will undertake noise and vibration monitoring on a regular basis to validate the noise and
vibration levels that have been predicted.
 

3. The expected duration of works;

The extended working hours will commence from the 19th September and continue until 15th October
2019.
 
Regular updates on upcoming works will be provided to you as part of the Project’s community
communication strategy.
 

4. Any expected benefits for receivers;
A key benefit will be a reduction of the time required to complete the excavation of the cross
passages in your vicinity.  Cross passages 23 and 24 will be completed primarily by a Road Header
which is significantly quieter and generates less vibration than a Rock Hammer.  However to allow a
Road Header to be used an opening must be excavated by a rock hammer to allow the Road Header
to move into position.  By undertaking these extended hours there will be a significant reduction in
the overall duration of the works and a reduction in noise and vibration.
 

5. Any other concurrent out-of-hours work (OOHW) that will be occurring;
Within  the CBD  there is a significant amount of construction work  being undertaken by multiple
contractors and other utility providers. JHCPBG commit to notifying of any other out-of-hours work as
part of the Project’s community communication strategy.
 
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.  I look forward to receiving your
response.
 
Kind regards
Natasha
 
Natasha Lumley
Martin Place Community Place Manager
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John Holland CPB Ghella JV
Sydney Metro Tunnel and Station Excavation
Level 3, 140 Sussex Street, Sydney, NSW, 2000,
E natasha.lumley@sydneymetro2.com.au
M + 61 438 958 382  24/7 Community Information Line 1800 171 386
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From: buildingmanager@regencyhydepark.com.au
To: Natasha Lumley
Subject: RE: Sydney Metro cross passage work
Date: Friday, 30 August 2019 8:57:46 AM
Attachments: image003.png
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Hello Natasha,
 
The Strata Committee of Regency Hyde Park, 281 Elizabeth Street, Sydney have given consent to
the proposed extension of work hours for the Sydney Metro cross passages on the condition that
the extended works will revert to the original approved works hours should the Strata
Committee of Regency Hyde Park advise that the noise is negatively impacting residents.  
 
Kind regards,
 

Building Manager (Hecker Australia Pty Ltd)
Regency Hyde Park SP55468

Sydney NSW 2000
Ph: 02 9286 3777

Website: www.regencyhydepark.com.au

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail
[This e-mail is confidential and may also be privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete it and
notify us immediately; you should not copy or use it for any purpose, nor disclose its contents to any other
person. Thank you.]
 

From: Natasha Lumley <natasha.lumley@sydneymetro2.com.au> 
Sent: Monday, 26 August, 2019 10:49 AM
To: buildingmanager@regencyhydepark.com.au
Subject: ydney Metro cross passage work
 
Good Morning Darryl
 
Thank you for meeting with me recently. 
 
As discussed in the meeting the Sydney Metro tunnelling and excavation work is progressing well
with two tunnel boring machines (TBMs)now making their way beneath the Sydney CBD. You can
follow the progress of the TBMs online at https://www.sydneymetro.info/tunnelling.
 
The next stage of work is to build the connection tunnels between the two main tunnels, an
important safety feature that allows people to move from one tunnel to another in case of an
emergency. These connection tunnels are known as cross passages. The cross passage work is
carried out in line with environmental approvals and is currently approved to be carried out up
to 10pm. We are seeking your support toward applying for the work hours to be extended. 
 
Below is an outline of the details we discussed for consideration in supporting this variation of
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work hours:
 

1. The actual work proposed;
JHCPBG proposes to temporarily extend working hours outlined in our Planning Approval and
Environmental Protection Licence to undertake rock hammering for underground cross-passage
excavation works in your vicinity.  JHCPBG are proposing to undertake these works 24 hours, 7

days per week until the 15th October 2019.  This extension in working hours will ensure the
completion of these works in the shortest timeframe possible.
 
The work will involve the use of a small excavator with a hydraulic hammer attachment and will
be undertaken in cross passages 23 and 24 approx. 25 metres below the ground (see below
map).
 

 
2. Any expected impacts;

JHCPBG has completed a construction noise and vibration impact statement (CNVIS) for the
works proposed above to clearly identify the expected noise and vibration levels that will be
expected.  The CNVIS is available on the Sydney Metro Project website
(http://jhcpbg.com.au/documents).
 
The CNVIS has predicted internal noise and vibration levels at Regency Hyde Park will be 35-40

dBA up to the 1st level from ground floor for the proposed works. Noise and vibration monitoring
has previously been undertaken within several premises directly above cross passages during
excavation to confirm the accuracy of the noise and vibration levels predicted in the CNVIS.
 
 

 Maximum Noise (dBA) Vibration (mm/s)
XP23 60-65 0.4-0.5
XP24 65-70 1.1-1.2
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 The noise you are likely to experience will be ‘regenerated’ or ‘groundbourne’ noise which
occurs as a result of vibration passing through the rock being excavated into the structure of
your building, resulting in the low frequency noise. 
 
JHCPBG will undertake noise and vibration monitoring on a regular basis to validate the noise
and vibration levels that have been predicted.
 

3. The expected duration of works;

The extended working hours will commence from the 19th September and continue until 15th

October 2019.
 
Regular updates on upcoming works will be provided to you as part of the Project’s community
communication strategy.
 

4. Any expected benefits for receivers;
A key benefit will be a reduction of the time required to complete the excavation of the cross
passages in your vicinity.  Cross passages 23 and 24 will be completed primarily by a Road
Header which is significantly quieter and generates less vibration than a Rock Hammer.  However
to allow a Road Header to be used an opening must be excavated by a rock hammer to allow the
Road Header to move into position.  By undertaking these extended hours there will be a
significant reduction in the overall duration of the works and a reduction in noise and vibration.
 

5. Any other concurrent out-of-hours work (OOHW) that will be occurring;
Within  the CBD  there is a significant amount of construction work  being undertaken by
multiple contractors and other utility providers. JHCPBG commit to notifying of any other out-of-
hours work as part of the Project’s community communication strategy.
 
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.  I look forward to receiving your
response.
 
Kind regards
Natasha
 
Natasha Lumley
Martin Place Community Place Manager
John Holland CPB Ghella JV
Sydney Metro Tunnel and Station Excavation
Level 3, 140 Sussex Street, Sydney, NSW, 2000,
E natasha.lumley@sydneymetro2.com.au
M + 61 438 958 382  24/7 Community Information Line 1800 171 386
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From: North Apartments
To: Natasha Lumley
Subject: RE: Sydney Metro cross passage work
Date: Wednesday, 4 September 2019 1:58:44 PM
Attachments: image001.png
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Confirmed that all owners have now been notified.
 
Regards,

Building Manager
 

North Apartments | SP70938

85 - 91 Goulburn Street
Sydney NSW 2000
 
[Disclaimer - This email message is intended only for the addressee(s) and contains information which may be
confidential. If you are not the intended recipient you should not save, forward, disclose, or copy the contents of
this email. Please notify the sender immediately by email if you have received it by mistake and delete this email
from your system.]

 

From: Natasha Lumley <natasha.lumley@sydneymetro2.com.au> 
Sent: Wednesday, 4 September 2019 1:00 PM
To: North Apartments <manager@northapartments.com.au>
Subject: RE: Sydney Metro cross passage work
 
Thanks for the update Jovan.
 
Kind regards
Natasha
 

From: North Apartments <manager@northapartments.com.au> 
Sent: Wednesday, 4 September 2019 12:28 PM
To: Natasha Lumley <natasha.lumley@sydneymetro2.com.au>
Cc: North Apartments <manager@northapartments.com.au>
Subject: RE: Sydney Metro cross passage work
 
Hi Natasha,
 
I have forwarded the email to the owners of the apartments up to level 4 as requested.
 
I am waiting on Apartment 8 (on level 4) as the information provided needs to be updated. This
should be sorted today.
 
Regards,

Building Manager
 

North Apartments | SP70938
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Sydney NSW 2000
 
[Disclaimer - This email message is intended only for the addressee(s) and contains information which may be
confidential. If you are not the intended recipient you should not save, forward, disclose, or copy the contents of
this email. Please notify the sender immediately by email if you have received it by mistake and delete this email
from your system.]

 

From: Natasha Lumley <natasha.lumley@sydneymetro2.com.au> 
Sent: Tuesday, 3 September 2019 3:37 PM
To: North Apartments <manager@northapartments.com.au>
Subject: FW: Sydney Metro cross passage work
 
Hi Jovan
 
Thank you again for assisting us reach out to the apartment owners at North Apartments.  Can
you please confirm you were able to forward on the information provided in the below email?
 
Kind regards
Natasha
Natasha Lumley
Martin Place Community Place Manager
John Holland CPB Ghella JV
Sydney Metro Tunnel and Station Excavation
Level 3, 140 Sussex Street, Sydney, NSW, 2000,
E natasha.lumley@sydneymetro2.com.au
M + 61 438 958 382  24/7 Community Information Line 1800 171 386

 
 
 
 

From: Natasha Lumley 
Sent: Thursday, 29 August 2019 5:12 PM
To: manager@northapartments.com.au
Subject: FW: Sydney Metro cross passage work
 
Hi Jovan
 
Thank you for meeting with me earlier today and assisting to forward this request for support to
the relevant apartment owners at the property.
 
As discussed in the meeting the Sydney Metro tunnelling and excavation work is progressing well
with two tunnel boring machines (TBMs) now making their way beneath (approximately 25
metres underground) the Sydney CBD. They have now both moved past Central Station and
made their way below Goulburn Street and are currently in the Pitt Street station site. You can
follow the progress of the TBMs online at https://www.sydneymetro.info/tunnelling.
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The next stage of work is to build the connection tunnels between the two main tunnels, an
important safety feature that allows people to move from one tunnel to another in case of an
emergency. These connection tunnels are known as cross passages and are located
approximately 25 metres underground. The cross passage work is carried out in line with
environmental approvals and is currently approved to be carried out using a brokk excavator up
to 10pm. We are seeking your support toward applying for the work hours to be extended. 
 
Below is an outline of the details we discussed for consideration in supporting this variation of
work hours:
 

1. The actual work proposed;
JHCPBG proposes to temporarily extend working hours outlined in our Planning Approval and
Environmental Protection Licence to undertake rock hammering for underground cross-passage
excavation works in your vicinity.  JHCPBG are proposing to undertake these works 24 hours, 7

days per week until the 15th October 2019.  This extension in working hours will ensure the
completion of these works in the shortest timeframe possible.
 
The work will involve the use of a small excavator with a hydraulic hammer attachment and will
be undertaken in cross passages 23 and 24 approx. 25 metres below the ground (see below
map).
 

 
2. Any expected impacts;

JHCPBG has completed a construction noise and vibration impact statement (CNVIS) for the
works proposed above to clearly identify the expected noise and vibration levels that will be
expected.  The CNVIS is available on the Sydney Metro Project website
(http://jhcpbg.com.au/documents).
 
The CNVIS has predicted internal noise and vibration levels at the North Apartments building will

th
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be 40-45 dBA up to the 4  level from ground floor for the proposed works. Noise and vibration
monitoring has previously been undertaken within several premises directly above cross
passages during excavation to confirm the accuracy of the noise and vibration levels predicted in
the CNVIS.
 
 

 Maximum Noise (dBA) Vibration (mm/s)
XP23 60-65 0.4-0.5
XP24 65-70 1.1-1.2

 
 
 The noise you are likely to experience will be ‘regenerated’ or ‘groundbourne’ noise which
occurs as a result of vibration passing through the rock being excavated into the structure of
your building, resulting in the low frequency noise. 
 
JHCPBG will undertake noise and vibration monitoring on a regular basis to validate the noise
and vibration levels that have been predicted.
 

3. The expected duration of works;

The extended working hours will commence from the 19th September and continue until 15th

October 2019.
 
Regular updates on upcoming works will be provided to you as part of the Project’s community
communication strategy.
 

4. Any expected benefits for receivers;
A key benefit will be a reduction of the time required to complete the excavation of the cross
passages in your vicinity.  Cross passages 23 and 24 will be completed primarily by a Road
Header which is significantly quieter and generates less vibration than a Rock Hammer.  However
to allow a Road Header to be used an opening must be excavated by a rock hammer to allow the
Road Header to move into position.  By undertaking these extended hours there will be a
significant reduction in the overall duration of the works and a reduction in noise and vibration.
 

5. Any other concurrent out-of-hours work (OOHW) that will be occurring;
Within  the CBD  there is a significant amount of construction work  being undertaken by
multiple contractors and other utility providers. JHCPBG commit to notifying of any other out-of-
hours work as part of the Project’s community communication strategy.
 
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.  As discussed the work is
scheduled to commence in the next few weeks I appreciate your assistance sharing this
information at your earliest convenience.
 
Kind regards
Natasha
 
Natasha Lumley
Martin Place Community Place Manager
John Holland CPB Ghella JV
Sydney Metro Tunnel and Station Excavation



Level 3, 140 Sussex Street, Sydney, NSW, 2000,
E natasha.lumley@sydneymetro2.com.au
M + 61 438 958 382  24/7 Community Information Line 1800 171 386
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